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Perceived incentives to transdisciplinarity in a Japanese university research center

Highlights
We examine research strategies in a transdisciplinary research center in Japan
Only a minority of scientists prioritizes transdisciplinary research
Choice of a research strategy relates with both intellectual and career motivations
Junior scientists experience contradictions between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards
Activity-based evaluation and dedicated career paths may promote transdisciplinarity

Abstract
As a method of investigating complex socially relevant phenomena, transdisciplinary research 
(TDR) is gaining increasing centrality as a model of knowledge production. However, it is 
being discouraged by a scientific reward system based on disciplinary logic. The disincentive 
is even stronger for junior scholars who should be developing the capabilities necessary for
achieving long-term scientific excellence.
Building on theories of the coordination of scientific communities and using the case of a 
research center of Kyoto University investigating the boundary between cell and material 
sciences, we aim to disentangle the interplay between institutional incentives and intrinsic 
motivation in the prioritization of TDR over monodisciplinary research.
We find that, despite strong interest in TDR among scientists and the center’s mission to
promote this orientation, only a minority of scientists prioritize this approach. Choice of
research strategy is associated with its perceived benefits for idea generation, publication 
opportunities, intellectual effort required, the costs of team coordination, and satisfaction 
with organizational resources. Furthermore, the propensity to prioritize TDR drops among 
scientists beginning their careers.
Therefore, we recommend the development of evaluation schemes grounded in activity-based 
measures and the granting of permanent positions to scientists pursuing TDR.

Keywords: transdisciplinarity; university research center; research incentives; academic 
career; life science; material science; Japan

1. Introduction

In many fields, such as the life and material sciences, investigations are targeting increasingly 

complex phenomena, a tendency triggered by policy pressures encouraging studies with 

direct implications for major societal issues and industrial innovation and enabled by novel 

and powerful instrumentation that is broadening the scope of research [1–4]. 

Transdisciplinary research (TDR) is often called for in these investigations, since individual 

disciplines offer only partial views of the issues at stake. The literature offers several 
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conceptualizations of TDR, possibly reflecting its heterogeneity and dynamism. The concept of 

TDR encompasses a great variety of research practices that all share an orientation towards a 

societal problem, interdisciplinarity, and stakeholder involvement [2,5–13].

This paper contrasts transdisciplinary with monodisciplinary research (MDR), which is

conducted without the involvement of external actors and aims to deepen the theoretical 

understanding and applications of discoveries within one well-defined disciplinary area.

It is expected that TDR will soon gain increasing centrality as a model of knowledge 

production, challenging established disciplinary practices [14,15]. Accordingly, several 

incentive schemes and training programs have been launched [8,15,16], while novel 

organizational forms such as “university research centers” have been designed to provide a

setting favorable to TDR [17]. However, this process requires that scientists, research 

organizations, and scientific systems redefine their priorities and build new research 

capabilities [18]. This process seems problematic because science policy stimuli and 

scientists’ preference for TDR may conflict with the established scientific criteria of quality, 

which are based on a disciplinary logic that typically rewards MDR. As a consequence, 

prioritizing non-mainstream approaches such as TDR is a rather risky strategy for scientists 

wanting to improve their professional standing [7,14,19]. This is especially critical for junior 

scientists, who are expected to cultivate the transdisciplinary capabilities necessary for the 

long-term development of scientific systems but at the same time face tenure and career 

pressures.

We build on theories of the coordination of scientific communities [20–26] to develop a series 

of propositions on the factors influencing the choice of transdisciplinary research strategy. 

We identify the factors scientists perceive as being conducive to the pursuit of each of three 

research strategies: prioritization of TDR, prioritization of MDR, and equal importance given 

to both. Our study contributes to the debate on TDR by providing new evidence on the 
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interplay between external incentives and individual preferences in the definition of a 

research strategy. Moreover, we explore these issues in an empirical setting that has been 

under-researched. 

Our study focuses on the Institute for Integrated Cell-Material Sciences (WPI–iCeMS), a 

university research center at Kyoto University, Japan. The center was established through the 

government-funded World Premier International Research Center Initiative program to 

contribute to the emerging field of cell-material sciences. We believe this case to be worthy of 

attention for several reasons. First, the Japanese research system has recently undergone 

profound changes driven by policies designed to encourage the diffusion of practices and 

organizational models for sustaining TDR, such as an orientation towards societal challenges, 

disciplinary integration, collaborative projects with industry, and the creation of world-class 

research centers [27–29]. Our study offers insights into this ongoing systemic transformation. 

One distinctive feature of the Japanese research system that seems to persist despite these 

changes is the fact that full professors enjoy a high level of autonomy and protection. While 

such employment conditions may lead to conservative or inefficient behaviors, they may also

stimulate senior faculty at world-class organizations like WPI–iCeMS to experiment and 

undertake scientific risks, such as with TDR. Therefore, WPI–iCeMS offers a methodological 

opportunity to observe how the interplay among the organizational context and the intrinsic 

and extrinsic motivations for TDR varies across levels of seniority and academic rankings 

characterized by different levels of security. Finally, we believe that analyzing a Japanese case 

adds to our understanding of the organization of university research centers, the literature on 

which has focused mainly on the American experience [30–34].

We carried out a survey on scholars working at WPI–iCeMS as well as in-depth interviews 

with selected scientists concerning their self-reported orientation towards TDR, their

motivations and perceived opportunities, and the constraints associated with this approach. 
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Our respondents report a generally positive attitude towards TDR, which is, however, 

prioritized by only a minority. Resistance is found particularly among those who have just 

entered academia. We also find that TDR or MDR prioritization is associated with a

comparison of its potential benefits in terms of research insights and potential barriers to 

career development, as well as with the availability of research resources. Our study 

emphasizes the necessity of developing research evaluation systems and career paths 

consistent with the science policy goal of strengthening research systems’ transdisciplinary 

capabilities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the theoretical framework, 

examining how the governance of scientific communities and organizational-level practices 

affect research strategizing, particularly in the context of university research centers. Section 

3 presents the research design, while the key results are presented in Section 4. Finally, we 

present the concluding remarks and discuss the study’s limitations and implications in 

Section 5.

2. The drivers of TDR prioritization 

2.1 The selection of a research strategy

We refer to a “research strategy” as the set of decisions researchers make concerning the 

domains of the scientific discourse they wish to enter; these decisions constitute the core 

process of the production of scientific knowledge (i.e., topics to investigate, methodologies to 

adopt, and collaborators to partner with). Different strategies are associated with different 

epistemic communities, potential for reputational gains, risk of failure, required capabilities,

and research technologies [21]. To prioritize (i.e., systematically pursue in the medium to long 

term) TDR, MDR, or neither can therefore be considered three different strategic choices, 

since they entail notable differences in terms of all the aforementioned dimensions. We are 
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aware that dichotomizing research strategies (TDR vs. MDR) simplifies the complexity of 

actual research practices, particularly in emerging and fast-developing fields. However, we 

believe it useful to distinguish among the features of alternative models of knowledge 

production, in line with other conceptualizations, such as Mode-1 and Mode-2 science [2].

This paper defines TDR broadly as a scientific approach that aims at generating knowledge

useful for solving complex problems relevant to societal actors by applying an 

interdisciplinary method (i.e., by aggregating and integrating theories and/or evidence 

and/or methods developed in various disciplinary domains). An additional feature of TDR is 

the participation of external stakeholders in research activities, which may manifest in many 

ways, including through support for and legitimacy to the projects, or even through direct 

influence on their goals [2,5–13]. This choice allows us to capture the complexity of the 

phenomenon while requiring us to consider heterogeneous research practices. 

To understand scientists’ selection of research strategy, we follow Osterloh and Frey [35,36],

who include insights drawn from psychological economics in a conceptual framework that 

traditionally underpins the governance of academic research. The latter perspective rests on 

principal-agent theory [37] as developed in the new public management approach [38–41]

and on the economics of science [23,25]. According to this view, scientists define their 

research agenda by comparing the benefits of being recognized by their peers for solving an 

intellectual problem to the effort required by the task and the perceived scientific competition 

in that problem area [20–23]. Sets of objective measures, based mainly on publication and 

citation rates, are used to evaluate scientists’ performance and to assist crucial decisions such 

as promotion and compensation because they are regarded as effective methods of aligning

scholars’ goals with those of the research organizations [35,39,42]. However, it should be 

recognized that not all scientists react to these incentives in the same way, as career goals and 

motivations vary within the scientific community [43,44]. Indeed, in addition to professional 
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freedom, the satisfaction of intellectual curiosity, and the pleasure in applying and 

disseminating knowledge [23,45,46], the desire to directly contribute to social progress is also 

an important driver for many scientists. For them, engaging in problem-oriented research 

with non-scientific stakeholders represents a way to attribute meaning to their work [47], 

given the long delay between scientific advances and impacts on practice[48].

2.2 Factors associated with knowledge production

We submit that a primary criterion in research strategy selection is the potential for idea 

generation, since creativity and the ability to develop original insights are features of all

research activity [23], regardless of motivation. Both TDR and MDR may be fruitful for this 

purpose: the former pursues idea generation through the hybridization of insights and 

methods across fields, while the latter proceeds through a deeper, more fine-grained 

understanding of problems. 

Specifically, TDR requires the integration of diverse cognitive inputs and the involvement of 

partners at non-academic institutions. The interplay of cognitive and institutional diversity 

generates a need for coordination of collaborative research that can be addressed by 

balancing these two dimensions of diversity [49] through the use of appropriate strategies for 

acquiring and integrating knowledge [50] and by relying on organizational mechanisms for

project coordination [51]. 

While cognitive diversity is necessary for the generation of original insights and the analysis 

of complex problems, its efficacy diminishes as the distance among disciplinary areas grows

because of the learning process costs at the individual, project team, and laboratory levels 

necessary to master the concepts, methods, and techniques employed in other disciplines 

[52]. Investigations across established disciplinary boundaries require scientists to develop a 

new set of skills, different from those acquired through traditional research training, and an 
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intimate knowledge of all the perspectives being used [7,8]. Furthermore, in the fields at the 

core of our investigation, scientists need to acquire new scientific capabilities when 

employing research technologies developed in different fields, especially if their use requires 

considerable tacit knowledge [50]. Additional constraints emerge in collaborative projects

involving researchers with different specializations, when teams must perform mutual 

adjustments and develop a shared language in order to operate.

These difficulties intensify when the project requires the contribution of scientists belonging 

to several communities or institutional settings (e.g., academia and industry) that differ in

their goals, values, standards, and formal and informal rules. Furthermore, these drawbacks

are exacerbated when physical distance impedes the face-to-face interaction on which trust-

based relationships are based. Therefore, scientists involved in a multi-institutional 

collaborative project need to negotiate their priorities, smooth divergences in work practices,

and invest in the adoption of appropriate coordination mechanisms [15,16,49–56]. 

We may therefore expect that scientists who perceive the intellectual costs of executing TDR

to be manageable will be more inclined to this type of investigation.

Thus, we formulate Proposition-1: scientists’ choice of research strategy is associated with its 

perceived benefits in terms of idea generation. We further posit Proposition-2: scientists’ 

choice of research strategy is associated with its perceived required intellectual effort and the

perceived cost of coordinating its collaborative undertaking.

2.3 Incentives at the scientific community level

Studies in the economics and the sociology of science emphasize that the publication system 

serves as a coordination mechanism for scientific knowledge production: by rewarding

scholars who disclose findings that contribute to the development of a field, the publication 
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system highlights the issues relevant for a scientific community and informs scholars of the 

most promising research strategies [23–26]. The use of publications for evaluation motivates

scientists to pursue the research strategies most conducive to publication in prestigious 

journals and to obtain recognition through citations. As mentioned, TDR tends to be 

associated with a lower reputational standing because scientific communities often adopt 

disciplinary criteria to evaluate transdisciplinary studies despite the fact that these entail 

different notions of relevance [6,16]. Studies across disciplinary boundaries are often 

criticized for their inadequate understanding of the disciplinary discourses employed [12]. As 

a consequence, highly recognized journals seem to be biased against TDR [19], and it has been 

found that, in the life sciences, articles spanning disciplinary boundaries tend to receive fewer

citations [57]. Though these pressures are most relevant for researchers pursuing scientific 

excellence as a goal, they also concern all members of the scientific community.

Based on these considerations, we formulate Proposition-3: scientists’ choice of research 

strategy is associated with its perceived barriers to publication opportunities.

2.4 Incentives at the organization level

Motivated by the pursuit of social accountability, research organizations are increasingly 

adopting strategic planning and human resource management practices designed to direct

scientists’ efforts and research agendas to specific goals [29,40–42,58]. Reward systems 

designed at the site level contribute to the formation of the organizational culture and can 

thus be considered part of the social norms influencing scholars’ decision making. These 

social norms may either reinforce the goals of a broader scientific community or offer 

alternative ones.

We argue that scientists at university research centers experience a conflict between 

commitment to the goals of their employing organization and the pursuit of research 
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strategies that may increase employment opportunities in the broader job market. In fact, 

university research centers are organizational units within universities, distinct from 

departments, which pursue research issues relevant for innovation or societal change. Their 

unique organizational features—such as an explicit scientific mission, a faculty chosen from 

different departments, dedicated research facilities, less demanding teaching and 

administrative obligations, and formalized partnerships with other research organizations—

offer scientists a broader array of goals than are available in “traditional” academic settings. 

Indeed, these environments are found to be conducive to TDR [17,32,59].

However, the performance criteria more relevant for university research centers—those 

referring to TDR, technology transfer, and collaboration—may incentivize scientists to focus 

on problems and issues that diverge from disciplinary research, which, as we have seen, 

ensure reputational gains in the broader scientific community [19,55,60]. In order to offset 

these obstacles to TDR, university research centers provide scientists with facilities, funding, 

human resources, and support services explicitly targeted to this approach. Empirical studies 

conducted in various contexts show that these organizations foster investigations across 

disciplinary and institutional boundaries [30–34], while their effect on scientific productivity 

is unclear (see e.g., [30] and [31,61]).

We thus formulate Proposition-4: scientists’ choice of research strategy is influenced by the 

resources and influence offered by their employing organization.

2.5 The influences of the academic life cycle

The challenges of TDR outlined in the previous sections suggest that this strategy is a better

fit for scientists who are endowed with greater scientific and social capital and are less 

sensitive to career pressures; junior scholars seek to obtain status and recognition in their 

community prior to engaging in problem-oriented research [21,47,48,53,62,63]. These 
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theoretical expectations have been supported by empirical studies conducted in other 

contexts that provide useful indications concerning the drivers of research strategies. Studies 

have found TDR to be positively associated with scientists’ experience and employment in 

both academia and industry [55]. Perceptions of the advantages of TDR for career 

advancement grow according to academic ranking: senior scholars have the most favorable

view of TDR, together with graduate students, who, however, seem to be aware of its possible 

long-term drawbacks [64]. Research has found that junior scholars who defend an 

interdisciplinary doctoral dissertation are disadvantaged in achieving tenure [65], and

affiliation with problem-oriented university research centers has been found to be more 

beneficial to senior faculty [66,67], though one study [30] finds that junior scientists 

experience greater gains in productivity after affiliation.

Guided by these arguments, we formulate Proposition-5: scientists’ choice of research strategy 

varies across seniority levels, with more senior scholars tending to prioritize TDR over MDR.

Table 1 summarizes the propositions investigated in our study.

=== PLEASE, INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE ===

3. Research design

3.1 Empirical setting

The empirical setting of this study is WPI–iCeMS (www.icems.kyoto-u.ac.jp/e/about/), a 

university research center at Kyoto University, from which it enjoys a high degree of scientific 

and administrative autonomy. It is one of the centers funded through the World Premier 

International Research Center Initiative (WPI), a program initiated in 2007 by the Ministry of 

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) of Japan to promote TDR and 
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international collaboration, achieve an outstanding research environment that attracts

frontline researchers from around the world, and revolutionize conventional modes of 

research operation and administration. The program investigates the intersection of existing 

disciplinary fields in order to produce major scientific breakthroughs relevant to critical long-

term issues for Japanese society such as its ageing population and low birth rate in a context 

of prolonged economic stagnation. The WPI Program runs nine institutes with JPY 10.1 billion

of public budgetary support. It is well implemented through Japan’s science and technology 

policy framework body and is internationally recognized as a representative case of TDR. The 

WPI centers play a key role in the generation of a transdisciplinary capability through the 

training and development of junior researchers. Indeed, one of the missions of WPI–iCeMS is 

to become a “global hub for career development for scientists” [29,68]. Thus, it represents an 

appropriate setting for an analysis of the interplay between organizational, career, and 

scientific incentives for TDR.

WPI–iCeMS aims to integrate physics, chemistry, and cell biology. Kyoto University has strong 

expertise in each of these disciplines, and WPI–iCeMS plans to leverage these strengths to 

develop a meso-scale field between the material and life sciences. The center’s research

contributes to human wellness in environmentally friendly chemistry and regenerative 

medicine by controlling stem cells through smart medicine. 

The WPI–iCeMS facility comprises 18 laboratories covering several specializations in the life 

and material sciences, such as biomaterial science, chemical biology, nano-biotechnology, and 

stem cell biology. The laboratories feature researchers and technicians with different 

seniorities and rankings and led by a principal investigator. The institute adopts a system of 

academic ranking according to which some of full and associate professors are tenured, while 

all assistant professors, lecturers, and post docs are untenured. Laboratories also include PhD

candidates and other graduate students not enrolled in a doctoral program.
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The WPI–iCeMS’ management system monitors scientific performance as well as job 

satisfaction. It has implemented a series of human resource management initiatives to

strengthen both scientific excellence and the transdisciplinary nature of the center [29]. 

Candidates for the position of researcher or principal investigator at WPI–iCeMS must 

undergo a comprehensive evaluation of their academic profile, including their ability to 

perform cross-disciplinary investigation, attract research grants, and develop long-term 

research plans. The center thus fosters its transdisciplinary capabilities and orientation. 

Advancement up the ladder is achieved based on academic excellence, as manifested 

especially in the publication of research papers in high quality journals as well as in

contributions to the laboratory and to the overall mission of the WPI-iCeMS. This includes 

TDR, even though enrollment procedures do not explicitly mention collaborations with 

industrial or societal stakeholders. The center promotes investigations across disciplinary 

boundaries by awarding a prize to scientists whose studies address social challenges, 

providing opportunities for knowledge sharing among scientists working in different units of 

the center, international mobility schemes, and meetings across laboratories. Moreover, the 

center’s visibility in the domestic and international scientific communities helps improve 

scientists’ professional standing and exposes them to employment opportunities. Thus, this 

research setting provides us with the opportunity to analyze a population of scientists who 

share social norms favorable to TDR and who have the chance to pursue top-level 

international careers.

Scientists at different levels of the academic hierarchy may attribute different meanings to the 

notion of TDR. Indeed, team leaders—responsible for outlining the scope and priorities of

their group’s research—have more freedom than do other scientists to investigate issues that 

may have social implications and to specify the intensity and forms of external stakeholders’ 

interactions during research projects. All researchers are fully empowered regarding the 
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choice of theoretical and methodological apparatus for their investigations. Therefore, more 

senior scientists may craft their research strategies along all the dimensions of TDR, while 

most of the other scientists may be primarily concerned with the interdisciplinary dimension.

Our empirical strategy is articulated into two steps, combining quantitative and qualitative 

methods [69]. Methodological triangulation allows us to overcome the limitations of one

approach by benefitting from the strengths of another.

3.2 Quantitative study

The quantitative analysis is based on a questionnaire sent to all the employees of WPI–iCeMS 

in late 2011 to obtain information on choice of research strategy, intellectual interest in TDR,

the perceived contribution of TDR to their career, and their satisfaction with their

organizational resources. This research design, a cross-sectional survey, is prone to common 

method bias, as constructs have been measured at the same point in time, location, and 

through the same medium. Furthermore, respondents may tend to provide socially desirable 

answers. We attempted to minimize this bias by adopting several devices: we structured the 

questionnaire so that the conceptual framework was not evident; we formulated a concise 

questionnaire and phrased the questions as precisely, neutrally, and unambiguously as

possible; and we assured the respondents anonymity and encouraged them to provide honest 

answers [70].

The questionnaire was returned by 104 out of 177 scientists (for a response rate of 59%); 

after excluding partially filled questionnaires, we obtained a valid sample of 96 respondents. 

We analyzed the data with descriptive statistical techniques and performed a multinomial 

logistic regression to identify the factors associated with different research strategies.

The dependent variable is based on a survey question that distinguishes among three research 
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strategies: i) prioritization (the deliberate medium-to-long-term pursuit) of TDR; ii)

prioritization of MDR; and iii) the attribution of the same importance to TDR and MDR. This 

survey adopted a broad definition of TDR, encompassing collaborative research and 

investigations across the disciplinary boundaries of the cell and material sciences. This notion 

of TDR is institutionalized among WPI–iCeMS’ scientific community: integrating the cell and 

material sciences is one of the primary goals of the center and is regularly communicated and 

discussed at all levels of the organization. By contrast, MDR is intended as the pursuit of an

investigation exclusively within a single disciplinary area. 

We developed explanatory variables concerning four individual attitudes to the benefits of

and barriers to TDR and to two organizational features related to TDR. These variables have 

been measured through a series of self-developed four-item Likert-type scales from “Strongly 

agree” (1) to “Strongly disagree” (4).1 We used self-developed scales because existing 

measures of attitudes to TDR did not seem to fit our purposes. 

The belief that TDR is beneficial for idea generation is captured by a dummy variable taking a

value of 1 if a scientist reported a level of attitude above the median (3) and 0 otherwise. The 

dummy intellectual challenges takes a value of 1 if the scientists attributed a value above 3 to 

the statements that TDR requires more study and that it requires more experimentation than 

MDR. A similar procedure was followed to build a dummy expressing collaboration barriers in 

TDR; in this case, the elementary dimensions are difficulties due to distance and alignment of 

priorities (both variables have a median value of 3). We capture the perceived bias of 

authoritative journals against TDR using a dummy taking the value of 1 if a respondent 

attributes a score above the median (2) to the statement “There is little space for TDR in top 

journals.”

                                                       
1 In one case, we adopted a five-item scale, including the option “neutral.”
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We measured satisfaction with four organizational resources—human, research funds, 

instruments and equipment, and information—and the authority to use them; based on this, 

we constructed a dummy taking the value of 1 for scores higher than the median (20). 

Organizational support was measured by a dummy taking a value of 1 if a respondent 

expressed a degree of satisfaction with the Joint Lab meeting, a flagship WPI–iCeMS activity 

intended to support TDR, above the median (3).

We finally used ranking, disciplinary specialization, and position in the job market as controls. 

The series of dummies describing the ranking of researchers distinguishes among Senior (i.e.,

full and associate professors), Assistant Professor and Lecturer, Post Doc, and Early Stage (i.e.,

graduate student, and PhD.). We placed all scientists into one of four disciplinary 

specializations: Cell Science, Materials Science, Chemistry, Physics and Other Disciplines, or to 

the Multidisciplinary category when they reported belonging to more than one. Job market

distinguishes between scientists who are currently searching or considering searching for a

new job (a dummy taking a value of 1) from those who are tenured, moving to another 

organization, or have just been hired by WPI–iCeMS.

3.3 Qualitative study

The second step of our analysis is a qualitative study aimed at enriching the results of the 

quantitative analysis with additional in-depth and contextualized insights into the actual 

understanding of TDR and of the reasons that drive scientists to undertake (or not undertake)

this strategy. In this way, the case study analysis complements the findings from the 

questionnaire investigation.

We focused on scientists at the initial stages of their academic careers, since they are arguably 

experiencing the tensions among the desire to pursue a personal intellectual interest, 

accountability to their research leaders, and the wish to strengthen their scientific standing 
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and thus increase their career opportunities. We interviewed three post docs and one 

assistant professor belonging to different research groups and different disciplinary 

specializations; genders were represented equally. A series of questions was developed based 

on the theoretical framework and the results of the quantitative analysis; these were shared 

with the interviewees in advance. The interviews lasted between thirty and sixty minutes.

4. Results

4.1 Results of the survey

First, we examine the choice of research strategy. The mission of and practices at WPI–iCeMS 

lead us to expect a prevalence of transdisciplinary-oriented scientists. Instead, we find that 

this strategy is prioritized by only 27.8% of researchers; the majority (55.2%) attributes the 

same importance to TDR and MDR. Table 2, an overview of the research strategies by 

academic ranking, shows that senior and early-stage researchers prioritize TDR at the

expense of MDR. An opposite tendency is found in the central classes of academic rankings, 

particularly among post docs, who definitely prioritize MDR. Even though the chi-squared test 

indicates that the differences between the rankings are not statistically significant, these 

results suggest that the propensity for TDR declines as a graduate student becomes decides to 

undertake an academic career.

=== PLEASE, INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE ===

Next, we examine how the perceived advantages of and barriers to TDR vary across research 

strategies and academic rankings. Forty-eight percent of respondents consider this approach 

beneficial for the generation of novel insights and ideas (see Table 3). In particular, these 

advantages are widely perceived among those who prioritize TDR (77%), while they become 
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less appreciated among those who also engage in MDR. The intellectual challenges of TDR are 

perceived less strongly than are its benefits for idea generation (31% vs. 48%); interestingly, 

those who pursue TDR are more aware of the challenges of this approach than are those who 

do not. The costs of collaborative research appear to be more relevant (41%) and are 

associated with all three research strategies. Taking academic ranking into consideration, we 

find that senior scholars are more aware of the intellectual costs and advantages of TDR, 

while they seem more able to manage the collaborative research that threatens the scientists 

in all the other rankings. Looking at the perceived appeal of TDR in the scientific community, 

we observe that those who prioritize MDR believe that journals are biased against TDR, even 

though a considerable proportion of those who pursue TDR share the same belief. Such bias is

particularly high among non-senior staff.

=== PLEASE, INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE ===

Table 4 presents data on the organizational dimension. Satisfaction with resources appears 

positively correlated with the undertaking of TDR; by contrast, satisfaction with support 

activities does not differ sharply across research strategies, while it grows along with 

academic ranking. We speculate that this result may express not only higher control over 

resources but also a higher commitment to the organization.

=== PLEASE, INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE ===

Finally, we consider the differences across disciplinary areas; we are particularly interested in 

examining whether scientists who belong to more than one disciplinary area are more 

inclined towards TDR. Table 5 reveals that scientists specializing in cell biology show an 

evident propensity towards MDR, while TDR dominates the Physics and Other groups. Among 

scientists operating across multiple fields, TDR is quite common, though we find some who, 

surprisingly, prioritize MDR. We tend to rule out the possibility that these differences are 
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driven by the distribution of junior scientists across disciplines, as this group accounts for 

about 70% of the faculty in the Cell, Chemistry, and Physics and Other groups, who present 

quite different research strategy profiles.

=== PLEASE, INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE ===

We carry out a multinomial logistic regression analysis to validate the results of the 

descriptive statistics. This econometric technique allows us to identify the factors associated 

with each research strategy by contrasting the strategies of prioritizing of TDR and MDR with 

the strategy of giving the same degree of attention to both approaches.2

Table 6 indicates that some factors that are positively associated with TDR are negatively 

associated with MDR, and vice versa. In particular, we find support for Proposition-1 

concerning the role of perceived benefits for idea generation in the choice of research 

strategy: scientists who judge that TDR fosters idea generation are more inclined to prioritize 

this strategy, while those who do not share this belief tend to prioritize MDR. Turning to the 

barriers to TDR, we find that the factors associated with the execution of research projects

(i.e., collaboration costs and intellectual effort) do not seem to affect prioritization, in contrast

to the expectations of Proposition-2. Instead, consistent with Proposition-3, perceived 

publication opportunities matter: those who believe that journals are not biased against TDR 

prioritize this approach, while those who perceive this bias are more inclined towards MDR. It

thus seems that choice of research strategy is driven by the benefits it can bring to the 

intellectual quality of the project and by expectations concerning potential recognition by the 

broader scientific community.

                                                       
2 Using a Hausman test, we ascertained that our regression model does not violate the independence of 
irrelevant alternative hypothesis. We can also exclude the possibility that our results are biased by 
multicollinearity, as the correlation between variables does not exceed 0.41 in absolute value, and the variance 
inflation factor is below 3.
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Turning to the organizational level, we find that that degree of satisfaction with resources 

targeted to TDR is associated with the prioritization of a research strategy, in line with 

Proposition-4. Specifically, scientists who are satisfied with their resources tend to prioritize 

TDR, while those who show less satisfaction prioritize MDR. By contrast, satisfaction with the 

Joint Lab meeting does not seem to affect the choice of research strategy. We speculate that 

this result may indicate that organizational practices stimulating TDR are necessary for

creating a favorable culture but that their relative influence on the choice of research strategy 

is weaker than are other management systems, such as the provision of resources targeted to 

TDR.

Taking the academic life cycle into consideration, we find partial support for Proposition-5 

(which expects variations in interest in TDR across career stages). We find that interest in 

TDR does not follow a linear pattern throughout career stages: calculations on coefficients 

(not reported here) reveal that early-stage researchers present the highest interest in TDR 

among all academic rankings exhibiting a similar propensity for TDR. Instead, we find that 

propensity for MDR is intense among post docs and, to a lesser extent, assistant professors. 

Overall, the results seem to indicate that a negative attitude to TDR is typical of researchers 

who have completed their doctoral education and are at the beginning of their academic 

careers, arguably because of their lower endowment of scientific human capital and the 

stronger pressure to obtain tenure and further their careers. Early-stage researchers do not 

seem to perceive these pressures (yet) and are definitely open to pursuing this kind of 

investigation.

Finally, the results show that scientists belonging to multiple disciplinary communities are 

more inclined towards TDR than are those operating in cell biology and chemistry; however, 

chemists and material scientists are less inclined towards MDR than are those belonging to 

multiple communities. 
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=== PLEASE, INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE ===

4.2 Analysis of interviews

The four in-depth interviews on the motivations, values, and career perspectives of scientists 

at the beginning of their research careers provide valuable additional insights that are in line 

with the outcomes of the quantitative study.

All our informants show great interest in and excitement about TDR and recognize that WPI–

iCeMS provides a work environment very favorable to this research approach compared to 

other organizations in Japan. Undertaking TDR appears to be strongly related to the desire to 

acquire new knowledge. One of our interviewees strongly emphasizes this motivation: she 

framed her career pattern to pursue the opportunity to expand her competence portfolio to 

new areas only partially related to her previous experience. In fact, after acquiring expertise 

in a research field, she decided to work in a different discipline. This experience emphasizes 

the importance of idea generation and intrinsic motivation for TDR, in accordance with 

Proposition-1. 

The team leaders of the three post docs play a significant role in the definition of their 

research strategy in terms of topics of investigation and methodologies. Team leaders 

influence post docs by giving advice and expert opinion and by framing the avenue of 

investigation for the whole group. The post docs who had experience in Japanese institutions 

recognize that the exercise of authority is much less pronounced than elsewhere. The 

assistant professor is in a very uncommon situation, being the leader of a little research unit 

and enjoying great autonomy concerning research choices. This finding appears particularly 

insightful, as it suggests that the analysis should be framed in terms of not only individual 

choice but also research team-level dynamics. 
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All our interviewees shared the perception of TDR as a “risky” strategy. We asked our 

informants to identify the sources of risk. On the issue of publications, opinions differ. Some

said that TDR studies are generally well-received by the academic community and may 

receive space and visibility in prestigious journals if they are of high quality. They also agree 

that senior scientists in their fields are not particularly conservative: they appreciate novelty, 

as long as it is methodologically sound. This view contrasts with the results of our 

quantitative analysis and the results of previous studies (e.g., [14]). However, we believe that 

this perception may be associated with the dynamics of the community in which our 

informants operate. In fact, another interviewee described the skepticism about TDR 

expressed by disciplinary scientists outside WPI–iCeMS, saying “My partners [from other 

disciplines] do not appreciate what I am doing.”

Our informants emphasize another limit of TDR in terms of scientific productivity: they claim 

that MDR seems to guarantee scientists a more steady flow of publications. One informant 

emphasized that some research teams in other institutes implement a very paper-oriented 

approach: “scientists have in their mind all the pieces of the paper from the initial conception, 

[paradoxically] even before the experimental work is carried out.” This is possible when the 

research strategy addresses small research gaps using traditional approaches; instead, TDR

addresses broader research gaps, its research projects are more open-ended and produce

results that are difficult to forecast in advance, and the experimental results are uncertain.

We found substantial agreement that TDR is less efficient than is the traditional approach 

because it entails a greater need for coordination among different specializations. When 

scientists trained in different specialties work together, they need to find a common 

communication ground in order to understand the priorities and techniques of different 

disciplines. Difficulties with coordination often delay the execution of a research project and

can jeopardize the completion of the entire project. Poor communication emerges as a crucial 
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cause of TDR projects’ failure. These qualitative perspectives substantially mirror what 

Propositions-2 and 3 identified as barriers to TDR but that did not emerge as significant in the 

quantitative analysis.

Regarding the effect of organizational features considered by Proposition-4, our informants 

agree that the culture of WPI–iCeMS is highly oriented towards TDR and that senior faculty 

supports this type of research, consistent with the quantitative results. The apparent 

contradiction between the mission and organizational practices at WPI–iCeMS (i.e., strongly 

emphasizing TDR but with the reward system and promotion criteria resting on academic 

excellence) challenges our interviewees. All our informants are aware that opportunities for 

their professional advancement depend on their ability to publish, and they do not perceive 

that the academic community has established evaluation criteria for researchers that are 

different from those of publications. They also believe that they are working on projects that 

may lead to high-quality publications but also to fewer publications than they would 

otherwise obtain by pursuing monodisciplinary projects. 

It is important to relate these dynamics to opportunities for employability, as competition in 

the market for scientific positions is growing fiercer. Some of our informants are concerned

about their career opportunities. One is aware of the difficulties of the job market, but this will 

not diminish her interest in and commitment to TDR: “I am not very ambitious. I am aware 

that maybe I am missing some opportunities. But I am a scientist, and learning new things is 

more important for me.” This remark reminds us of the importance of considering the 

heterogeneity of career goals when analyzing choices of research strategy.

5. Discussion and conclusion

This paper has analyzed the relationship between research strategy and attitudes towards 

TDR and the perceptions of organizational incentives among employees at WPI–iCeMS, a 
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Japanese university research center that aims to contribute to the development of a new 

scientific field across the cell and material sciences. We focus on the choices made by junior 

scientists, thus entering an important debate on the effects of incentive systems and research 

practices on the generation and re-generation of research capabilities. As the importance of 

TDR is expected to grow over the next decades, it is crucial to understand how research 

systems act to strengthen their capabilities in this area. The case of WPI–iCeMS appears 

particularly meaningful since the center aims to serve as an “incubator” of transdisciplinary 

capability.

Our results highlight that, although interest in TDR ranks high among all scientists and the 

organizational setting of the center reinforces this inclination, only a minority of scientists 

prioritize this approach while most pursue both transdisciplinary and monodisciplinary 

investigations. This evidence of the conflict between internal and external motivations in

science contributes to the debate about the governance of scientific communities, in which the 

importance of motivations other than the pursuit of scientific excellence has only recently 

been explicitly acknowledged [35,43,44,47].

Specifically, interest in TDR sharply declines when scientists complete their research training 

and enter an academic career: post docs and, to a lesser extent, assistant professors tend to 

prioritize monodisciplinary strategies. Our results do not provide a conclusive indication of 

the most challenging barriers to TDR, as both the perceived negative bias of established

scholarly authorities and complexities in the execution of projects have been highlighted as 

relevant. The qualitative study suggests that this latter factor seems to dissuade junior 

scientists from prioritizing TDR more than do concerns over publication opportunities. This is 

in line with studies that emphasize the importance of intrinsic motivation to scientific work, 

i.e. the rewards associated with carrying on research according to the highest professional 

standards [35].
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Our study concludes that TDR is perceived as a risky strategy in terms of future employability, 

as it seems to be associated with lower productivity in terms of publications, currently the key 

parameter of scholarly evaluation. Thus, scientists pursuing problem-oriented research in 

order to contribute to solving societal problems may be penalized in an open competition 

with scientists motivated by other goals. Although an analysis of publishing performance was 

outside the scope of our study, we believe that future research relying on bibliometric 

methods should provide quantitative proof of the actual penalty suffered by transdisciplinary 

scholars. Such evidence would be greatly useful in framing policies and organizational 

arrangements (e.g., the award of permanent positions) aimed at protecting scientists who 

pursue TDR from direct competition from colleagues focusing on MDR. Furthermore, in line 

with [71], we emphasize the importance of developing models of research management and 

evaluation that account for the specificities of TDR in order to overcome the paradox of the

disciplinary assessment of interdisciplinary work [72]. In particular, we highlight the limits of 

evaluating research activities based on output measures such as the frequently used impact 

factor and publication frequency indicators. Maximizing these measures may have the 

undesirable effect of driving scientists to prefer conservative research strategies that will

guarantee a stable flow of publications instead of privileging ambitious but risky projects. 

Activity-based measures seem more appropriate for evaluating scientists engaged in TDR. The 

possibility of offering scientists additional incentive schemes is particularly important in light 

of the institutional variety that is increasingly characterizing scientific systems worldwide. 

Such alternative incentive models appear particularly suitable for hybrid institutional settings 

such as mission-oriented national laboratories and university research centers.

Such arrangements might also help reduce the possible conflicts between junior and senior 

scholars working on the same team. We found that senior scientists are sensitive to 

organizational stimuli and thus encourage their teams to prioritize TDR. Managers of research 
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organizations should make team leaders aware of the consequences of emphasizing TDR for 

their junior colleagues’ employability; they could anticipate the possible negative impact of 

this approach and arrange a more competitive research portfolio. Our qualitative study also 

highlighted the role of team leaders in shaping post docs’ strategies. A recent study [21] found

that an important function of post doc employment is allowing scholars to formulate an 

autonomous research strategy by exploring and diversifying among problem areas. By

contrast, the account of our informants’ narratives indicated that the organizational structure 

of a mission-oriented organization with a clear identification of research group leaders may

somewhat limit post docs’ autonomy. This, again, points to research leaders’ responsibility for 

managing their junior team members carefully.

Importantly, our study finds that scientific curiosity heavily influences the choice of research 

strategy and that motivational factors should be acknowledged along with career planning. 

Considering the trends towards problem-oriented, multi-institutional research, nurturing the 

interest of young scholars in TDR when they enter the academic profession appears critical if

scientific systems are to build the capabilities necessary for achieving long-term scientific 

excellence [15,16].

Finally, we consider the limitations of this study. First, this empirical work is based on the

self-reported views of WPI–iCeMS members on their activities, goals, motivations, and 

practices. Although we took precautions to limit the bias associated with this research design, 

the heterogeneity of transdisciplinary practices [13] does not allow us to rule out that 

scientists may attribute a different meaning to the concept of TDR, thus potentially expressing 

their propensities and motivations for different practices. Therefore, it is important to 

emphasize that our study investigates researchers’ subjective views on TDR. Future studies 

should follow a research design that allows a more precise and objective appreciation of the 

individual drivers of various forms of TDR.
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A second limitation concerns the generalization of our findings. We believe that this study is 

informative about the dynamics characterizing an institutional context in which science policy 

initiatives and research management aim to alter well-established incentives and the 

organizational culture within which knowledge production occurs. Therefore, we suggest that 

our results are not specific to the Japanese context but may also be relevant to other systems 

characterized by strong science policies aimed at changing the priorities of the academic 

profession. Finally, the object of our study concerns a precise area of research, the cell and 

material sciences. Great care should thus be taken in generalizing these results to TDR in 

other areas of investigation. However, we believe that our findings are applicable to other 

fields characterized by features similar to those of the cell and material sciences, such as the

rapid development of new knowledge, the intensive use of research technology, strong 

linkages between basic and applied research, the strong potential for application to industrial 

use, and team-based research [1].
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Appendix – Survey questions

1. How much are you satisfied with the support from WPI-iCeMS for each of these
items? 
Possible answers: 
1. Very satisfied; 2. Rather satisfied; 3. Neutral; 4. Not so satisfied; 5. Not satisfied at all.

a. Human resources (project leader, other researchers, technician, assistant, etc.).
b. Funds (direct research expenses, indirect expenses and personnel costs).
c. Physical assets (space, instruments, equipment, facilities, etc.).
d. Information assets (databases, know-how, etc.) or opportunities for information exchange.
e. Authority to use the above resources.

2. How much are you satisfied with the Joint Lab meetings?

1. Very satisfied.
2. Rather satisfied.
3. Not so satisfied.
4. Not satisfied at all.
5. Never experienced them.

3. I would like to ask you about transdisciplinary research. Transdisciplinary research 
refers to the integration of the cell and the material sciences that may or may not 
involve collaborative research. Please select one of the following statements that 
effectively explains your views on transdisciplinary research.

1. I prioritize transdisciplinary research over established-area research.
2. I put the same emphasis on transdisciplinary research as on established-area research.
3. I prioritize established-area research over transdisciplinary research.
4. I do not proactively pursue transdisciplinary research.

4. What do you think about the features of transdisciplinary research listed below?
Possible answers: 1. Strongly agree; 2. Somewhat agree; 3. Somewhat disagree; 4. Do not 
agree at all.

a. It allows me to come up with new research ideas.
b. It takes more time to study basic knowledge in the new field.
c. It takes more time to conduct research/experiments than established areas.
d. It takes more time for coordination due to the many collaborative projects.
e. It is difficult to develop a track record due to the lack of major academic journals in the area.
f. It is hard to carry out research due to the large distances between collaborators.

5. I would like to ask you about your career planning.
Please select the statement that describes your next career steps.

1. I am tenured and not considering any particular next step.
2. I have already decided my next step (universities, institutes, companies etc.).
3. I am now job hunting (in process).
4. I am not acting but am searching/considering my next job with a plan of when to move.
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5. I have not decided when to move, but I'm considering my next career.
6. I do not have any plans about my next position at present (or I used to do job hunting but
am not now).

6. I would like to ask about your main research fields.

1. Cell biology.
2. Materials science.
3. Chemistry.
4. Physics.
5. Others.

7. I would like to ask about your position.

1. Professor.
2. Associate professor.
3. Lecturer.
4. Post doc.
5. Research assistant.
6. Graduate student.
7. Masters student.
8. Other.
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Tables

Table 1. Research propositions

Proposition-1: scientists’ choice of a research strategy is associated with its perceived benefits 
in terms of idea generation.
Proposition-2: scientists’ choice of a research strategy is associated with its perceived 
intellectual efforts and perceived problems with the management of collaborative research.
Proposition-3: scientists’ choice of a research strategy is associated with its perceived barriers 
in terms of publication opportunities.
Proposition-4: scientists’ choice of a research strategy is influenced by the incentives and 
influence offered by their employing organization.
Proposition-5: scientists’ choice of a research strategy varies across seniority levels, and more 
senior scholars tend to prioritize TDR over MDR.

Table 2. Relationship between prioritization of research strategy and academic title

Research strategy Senior Assistant Post Doc Early Stage Total
TDR 6 (30%) 8 (28%) 5 (17%) 7 (41%) 26 (28%)
Same importance 13 (65%) 15 (52%) 17 (57%) 8 (47%) 53 (55%)
MDR 1 (5%) 6 (21%) 8 (27%) 2 (12%) 17 (18%)

Total 20 29 30 17 96

Table 3. Number of scientists who perceive specific advantages and barriers to TDR, and relative weight in the 
classes defined by research strategy and academic ranking. 

Benefits for idea 
generation

Negative bias of 
top journals

Increased 
intellectual effort

Problems in 
management of 
collaborations

Strategy
TDR 20 (77%) 10 (38%) 11 (42%) 11 (42%)
Same importance 23 (43%) 22 (42%) 16 (30%) 20 (38%)
MDR 3 (18%) 9 (53%) 3 (18%) 8 (47%)

Ranking
Senior 15 (75%) 5 (25%) 9 (45%) 5 (25%)
Assistant 13 (45%) 13 (45%) 7 (24%) 14 (48%)
Post Doc 11 (37%) 15 (50%) 8 (27%) 12 (40%)
Early Stage 7 (41%) 8 (47%) 6 (35%) 8 (47%)

Total 46 (48%) 41 (43%) 30 (31%) 39 (41%)
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Table 4. Number of scientists who are satisfied with organizational resources and support activities offered by WPI-
iCeMS, and relative weight in the classes defined by research strategy and academic ranking. 

Satisfaction with resources Satisfaction with support
Strategy

TDR 17 (65%) 10 (38%)
Same importance 22 (42%) 16 (30%)
MDR 3 (18%) 6 (35%)

Ranking
Senior 9 (45%) 10 (50%)
Assistant 13 (45%) 9 (31%)
Post Doc 13 (43%) 11 (37%)
Early Stage 7 (41%) 2 (12%)

Total 42 (43%) 32 (33%)

Table 5. Distribution of scientists by research strategy and disciplinary area. 

Strategy Cell Material Chemistry Physics/Other Multiple Total
TDR 3 (9%) 2 (29%) 5 (26%) 8 (57%) 8 (36%) 26 (27%)
Same importance 18 (53%) 5 (71%) 14 (74%) 5 (36%) 11 (50%) 53 (55%)
MDR 13 (38%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (7%) 3 (14%) 17 (18%)

Total 34 7 19 14 22 96

Table 6. Results of multinomial logistic regression. Dependent variable: Research Strategy; baseline: “TDR and MDR 
have the same importance”. Coefficients and significance level (in parentheses).

Prioritization of TDR Prioritization of MDR
Benefits of idea generation 1.998*** (0.002) -1.421* (0.060)
Increased intellectual effort 0.673 (0.376) -0.810 (0.525)
Problems with management of 
collaborations

0.031 (0.961) -0.632 (0.454)

Negative bias of top journals -1.443** (0.024) 1.377* (0.072)
Satisfaction with resources 1.379* (0.068) -2.837** (0.034)
Satisfaction with support 0.049 (0.943) 0.927 (0.294)
Ranking

Assistant 0.936 (0.312) 1.915 (0.130)
Post Doc 0.284 (0.775) 2.283* (0.062)
Early stage 2.509*** (0.008) 0.061 (0.968)

Disciplinary specialization
Cell -1.792* (0.052) 1.355 (0.103)
Material -0.182 (0.883) -39.495*** (0.000)
Chemistry -1.863* (0.072) -39.467*** (0.000)
Physics & Others 1.415 (0.117) 0.066 (0.967)

Presence in the job market -0.899 (0.220) -1.060 (0.182)
Constant -2.200* (0.063) -1.784 (0.288)
Cases 96
Log-likelihood -58.514
Wald test 5657.92 (0.000)
Pseudo R2 0.383


